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modes in jazz who died in that year—the trumpeter Leon
("Bix") Beiderbecke—would later be recalled nostalgically
by Dorothy Baker's fine novel of the artist as jazzman,
Young Man with a Horn (1938).
Early in 1934, perhaps as a harbinger of recovery, the
spirit of jazz was reborn, largely by the superb clarinet re-
cordings and dance-band broadcasts of Benny Goodman, ex-
ponent of what European connoisseurs called le jazz hot. It
soon gained a new name, swing. A more dynamic form of
syncopation and superimposed rhythm, an intense yet easy
floating that ''gets there on time**—and in expert hands cap-
able of rich improvisation—swing retained the essence of its
parent, jazz. " 'Swing' is to jazz what the poetic spirit is to
poetry/' wrote one lyric journalist in the winter of 1935-
1936 when "jam sessions'* and Hot Clubs were springing up
over the nation. An incidental term in high favor was * 'boo-
gie- woogie/' signifying piano music in which an insistent
rolling left-hand pattern mingled with the fancy-free inven-
tions of the right.
Millions of youthful feet indorsed the new style. Fervent
connoisseurs called themselves hep-cats, and the actively de-
vout jitterbugs. When they "got in the groove" and "went to
town," the results were apt to be more kinetic than graceful.
Late in 1937 a dance called the Big Apple conquered the
country, bearing some likeness to the old square dance in
which a "caller" at the center of the floor summoned one
couple after another to "rise and shine." Among the more
popular turns were the Suzy-Q, truckin' or shagging, while
in 1938 the Lambeth Walk, cockney importation for group
dancing, vied in favor with a local routine called the Lindy
Hop. The dancing mania of youth, with its accompanying
argot and the "drape-shape" or "zoot-suit" clothes affected
by certain zealots near the end of this era, puzzled elders
often to the point of alarm. In the main, however, the cult of
swing was more athletic than erotic, and the sartorial ex-
tremes sometimes associated with it were the compensatory

